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Research Question
Given a set of source code written in the C programming language and a program point with known vulnerability, how can we derive flows to the vulnerable target from start point of the program?

Introduction
Existing parsers parse the C code to generate an AST of the complete source code, this prevents the user from specifying any determined program point (vulnerability) of interest to be analyzed for its reachability from the starting point of program. Thus, our tool will utilize the AST to backtrack all the paths from the vulnerable point. This assists in visualizing the reachability of a target point from a code-security viewpoint.

Approach
Our approach is a bottom-up one. Identify the vulnerable point by its line number and continually trace upwards to a function definition. When there are no more functions to trace, the flows have been identified.

Discussion & Results
Our tool can currently identify flows at the function level. As seen in the below sample code, we are expecting two flows:
- Main → foo → foobar → vulnerable point
- Main → bar → foobar → vulnerable point

The Control Flow Graph on the right is the current automated output of our tool.
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Conclusion
Thus, we working towards developing a control flow analyzer to enumerate the flows that reach the vulnerability.
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